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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DISCLAIMER – we are not experts in evaluation but are passionate about improving the quality of what we do.  We recognise the importance of evaluations in that.  We want to implant a feeling of ownership in our staff for this process and look to you to help us develop strategies to do that.



Aim 
• This workshop aims to 

encourage you to explore 
innovative and effective 
approaches to fostering an 
evaluation culture amongst 
staff in your own institution 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emphasis is on response rates, not on the content of evaluation or satisfaction scores they elicit



Why evaluate? 
(1) Provides feedback that will aid in the development and 
improvement of teaching; 
(2) Generates useful research data to underpin further 
design and improvements  
(3) Measures teaching effectiveness for use in 
administrative decision-making (e.g. PRPD) 
(4) Produces useful information for current and potential 
students  
(5) Quantifies quality of units and courses for use in external 
funding formulas 

(Bennett & Nair, 2010) 
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Presentation Notes
The first two we are used to (Stratton et al demonstrated significant improvement in grade following the introduction of SETsThe next three are relatively new but increasingly common(1) diagnostic feedback that will aid in the development and improvement of teaching;(2) useful research data to underpin further design and improvements (3) a measure of teaching effectiveness that may be used in administrative decision-making (e.g. PRPD)(4) a source of useful information for current and potential students (5) a measure for judging quality of units and courses which is increasingly becoming tied into external funding formulas. 



If it’s so important…  
• Why are our response rates not meeting KPIs? 

 
 
 

http://www.theimprovegroup.com/weblog/about_evaluation/ 
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50% not met by more than 50% of our courses – we know this is a global issue



Reverse brainstorming 
• What could we 

do to ensure the 
lowest response 
rates in student 
evaluation? 

http://www.toonpool.com/cartoons/KING%20EXECUTIONER%20EVALUATION%20FORM_24867 
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Activity Use these to demonstrate the role of the CC in promoting RR



Some issues 
• Online vs paperbased 
• Survey fatigue 
• A waste of time? 
• The bias of lower response rates 
• Fear of poor evaluations 
• The influence of workload, grades, engagement, 

personalities 
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Advantages of onlineLower response rates?Survey fatigue – no such thing? Students just wantConvenienceAnonymityFamiliarityResultsKrautman, StrattonEqually, there is no evidence that online surveys with lower responserates produce biased evaluations (Layne, DeCristoforo, and McGinty 1999; Porter2004; Coates et al. 2006). An analysis of the 2004 unit evaluations data for first-yearbusiness and economics students at Monash supports this ‘no bias for lower responserates’ finding. In this study, the initial online survey was re-run as a paper-basedsurvey. The response rates for the paper-based survey were about 65% and for theonline survey about 36%. Results for items relating to the overall unit were not foundto be statistically significantly different.



Whose job is it? 

• Who is responsible 
for ensuring 
satisfactory 
response rates? 

http://cheezburger.com/2823157504 
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Activity



What’s the problem? 
• What are the issues 

that prevent staff from 
taking ownership of 
the evaluation 
process? 

http://www.toonpool.com/cartoons/The%20Performance%20Evaluation_104339 
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ActivityFear of reprisalWorkloads



Improving response rates  
• What can we do: 

o Before the evaluation 
phase 

o During the active 
evaluation phase 

o After the evaluation 
phase 

 
http://www.trainersineurope.org/evaluation/2010/11/03/evaluation-questions/comment-page-1/ 
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Not just at the end of term
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